
 

 

What to expect at a sled dog race  

 

Welcome to the wonderful world of Sled Dog Racing!  

 

Most races in WA involve an overnight stay with racing late in the evening on Saturday night and very early Sunday 

morning.  

 

Competitors along with family and friends will normally camp together at the race site, using either a tent, caravan or RV 

as locations will have plenty of room for these setups. Should you prefer not to camp at the site, then there is usually a 

caravan park, B&B or other accommodation facilities available nearby which you can arrange.  

 

A race information pack will be available through Show Manager to download and review a couple of days prior to the 

event.   

 

The typical race schedule is:  

• Arrive and set up camp  

• Musher’s meeting (Compulsory)  

• Ensure your dog (s)/equipment is ready  

• Race Heat 1  

• Dinner & chat around the campfire [sometimes there is an auction too]  

• Sleep  

• Wake up & get your dog (s) ready  

• Musher’s meeting (Compulsory) 

• Race Heat 2  

• Start packing up your camp 

• Assist with packing up WASSA equipment  

• Trophy presentations  

• Home  

Race heats usually start at the advertised time and finish about 3 hours later, depending on the temperature and number 

of entries.   

 

All competitors must attend the Musher’s meeting scheduled before each heat. Please DO NOT bring your dogs to the 

race meeting.  This is where you are given important information about the race and safety notifications for all tracks you 

may be running on, this requires your full attention.  

A racing start time is confirmed (pending temps) which generally starts soon after the Musher’s meeting. Ideally for time 



management and to ensure you are not late to any start line, you should be ready to race before each meeting starts. 

Teams may also need assistance to harness dogs and walk/handle dogs to the start lines and if you are ready your help 

would be greatly appreciated.  

 

In some locations you may be required to drive from the Musher’s meeting to the race starting area, it is always good to 

be well prepared. 

 

Evening/Night heats usually finish around 8-9pm. We encourage you to get to the camp site early to set up as your 

weekend will be much easier and more relaxed if you have all your tents and sleeping gear setup before the Musher’s 

meeting!  

 

Races are run on a time trial basis. Teams are lined up at the start chute and then sent out in intervals, normally 30 

seconds. In an ideal situation each class would run in a separate heat, but often classes that are running the same 

distance are run together to save time due to the temperature constraints.  

The grouping of classes being run together are normally announced by the committee at the start of the season, allowing 

competitors to plan ahead of time. 

 

During each heat we normally have a ten-minute gap from the last musher crossing the finish line to starting the next 

heat.  

 

Longer distance classes will generally be last on the Saturday and run first on the Sunday to ensure they are in the coolest 

of temperatures.  Canicross and Bikejoring have a broader temperature range they can run in, so they will be held before 

scooter and rig classes for evening heats and after, for morning heats.  

Pee-Wee and Mini Pee-Wee will always be run first on the Saturday and last on the Sunday, we encourage all members 

to come and cheer our little Mushers on! 

 

Most of the overnight races organised now in WA have a hot drink/food van on site to assist with your needs and provide 

an option for breakfast and dinner. Make sure you bring cash as quite often Eftpos is difficult with cellular coverage in our 

remote camping areas. Although drink/food vans may be organised please ensure you can be self-sufficient in case of any 

last-minute changes. Often there is somewhere nearby where you can buy food but being out of the metro area many 

places close before night heats finish.  

 

All our race sites are off-grid bush camping, so tap water is not available.  You must make sure you bring enough water 

for you and your dogs for the whole race weekend and extra in case of emergencies. 

 

As you may be racing in the dark, you must ensure you have good lights on your scooter/bike and/or helmet. We would 

suggest you have a backup and another light to use while moving around camp. 

 

We suggest you also take a walk around the racetrack in the daylight before the Musher’s meeting so you have an idea of 

the track layout and any hazards you may need to watch out for and can identify when advised in the Musher’s meeting. 

The Sunday morning race usually starts at around 6am and finishes at about 9am. After the last heat all results from both 

heats are calculated ready for the trophy presentations. We ask all participants at the event to please assist in helping 

with the packing up of race equipment to ensure this is done in a timely manner.  

Trophy presentations will not take place until all the equipment has been put away.  



Once ready committee will announce the presentation is ready to start, we ask all participants, family & friends to please 

join us (please leave dog (s) secured at camp). 

 

WASSA presentation ceremony of trophies and/or prizes are awarded for 1st, 2nd and 3rd place, as well as red lantern (last 

place) for all competitive classes, with a token prize for one and two dog touring.  

All Pee-Wee and Mini Pee-Wee competitors receive a participation certificate and goodie bag, in recognition of their 

“race” and we certainly make a fuss and cheer when they go up to receive their awards! 

 

We also have awards for Sportsmanship and Encouragement – this is where we ask you to advise the events Race 

Marshall, if you see someone go that extra mile or help in a unique unexpected way or someone has absolutely tried 

their best with every effort and you think they should be acknowledged/rewarded during the race weekend, then let 

them know who and what made them stand out to you.  

 

All competitors must read and understand the race rules before each event.  Should you have any concerns or questions 

we encourage you to please reach out to committee@wassa.com.au well before the event takes place. We do not want 

to discourage you to talk to committee at events, but they can be very busy getting setup and if it is something we can 

help with prior, it will ensure you attend the event with clear mind.  

 

All race rules are designed for fairness and safety and must be strictly adhered to. This includes both ASSA & WASSA race 

rules, which are available via our website. 

 

We recommend you allow yourself plenty of time before the race to arrive, set up camp and inspect the tracks. Often 

people will arrive the night before so they don’t have to rush in the morning, but at some locations this is not possible so 

check with the race organizers if you are uncertain.  

 

Most importantly WASSA requests you to respect the environment at all club events. WASSA are required to apply for 

permits to hold these events and are very lucky to be allowed at these track locations. WA has very few bush area 

locations where dog (s) are allowed and even less where camping with dog (s) is permitted. You must take all your 

rubbish with you [including dog poo, fur and straw/wood chip dog bedding] and only park or set up camp in the 

permitted areas.  

No dogs are to be off lead at any time and should your dog love to dig then please fill in all holes. Please make sure your 

dog (s) are tethered well away from tracks, roads or paths where others may need to walk their dog (s).  

 

Some camp sites only allow camp fires to be lit in specific areas – please bring your own wood and fire pit. There are 

strictly no ground campfires, all campfires must be contained in a fire pit.  

 

Respect other camp users by reducing night-time noise as much as possible but most of all HAVE FUN! 
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